
1743

TIMELINE OF MIRACLES IN AMERICAN HISTORY

With the French Navy bearing down on colonial Boston,
locals gathered at Old South Meeting House, where
Rev. Thomas Prince prayed, "Send Thy tempest, Lord . . .
scatter the ships of our tormentors." As the prayer
ended, the skies darkened and a hurricane struck,
sinking ships and scattering the fleet thousands of miles.

Hurricane Scatters French Fleet, Saves Boston 

1776

Expecting a "bloody summer" in defense of New York,
Gen. George Washington called his army to observe a

day of "Fasting, Humiliation, and Prayer." At Brooklyn
Heights, the colonials faced capture and surrender, but

escaped across a river aided by thick fog that blocked the
British Navy, allowing them to continue the war. 

Washington's Army Saved by Thick Fog

1781

After a victory at Cowpens, South Carolina, the
Americans raced to Virginia to join forces with another
detachment. The British pursued but were stopped three
times at rivers that flooded just after the colonials
crossed. Exhausted and separated from supply lines,
British Gen. Cornwallis surrendered at Yorktown.

Swelling Rivers Slow and Exhaust British Army

1787

Just when it seemed as though the Framers were ready to
give up, Ben Franklin delivered an impassioned plea for

daily prayer at the convention to keep discussions going.
Not long after, the Constitution and Bill of Rights were

completed and sent for ratification. They are currently the
longest-used political documents of their kind in the world. 

Franklin's Prayer at Constitutional Convention

1942

After suffering heavy losses in pursuit of the Imperial
Japanese Navy, American pilots spotted a ship's wake
through the clouds and attacked. They sunk four
unsuspecting Japanese aircraft carriers, cutting the fleet
in half. The Battle of Midway was a turning point in
World War II, forcing Japan to go on the defensive.

Break in the Clouds Leads to Decisive Victory

2022

After nearly 50 years of prayer, the U.S. Supreme Court
overturned a ruling that cost the lives of more than

60 million unborn children through abortion. The decision
was released on June 24, a date historians believe to be
the birthday of John the Baptist who leaped in the womb
at the presence of Mary and the unborn Jesus (Luke 1:41).

Supreme Court Overturns Roe v. Wade
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